


i me and my home



Are you selfish?
Who are not when it comes to the 
dreams of  your family?  

There are times when being selfish means a lot more than what it 
literally means. You love yourself  and your family more than anything 
in this world and it’s your long cherished wish to gift them the best of 
everything. And when it comes to choosing the dream home for your 
loved ones, we know that you are bound to become selfish. Cent 
percent selfish! 



Close to your heart
We always keep our beloved ones close to our heart. We also want all 
the pleasures of  the life in their close proximity. i homes, located at the 
heart of  the city thus become the most preferred project for people 
who love their families and care about their routines. Located opposite 
to Sadbhavana World School, the most sought after educational 
institution in the city, i homes from Conmate is the one and only of  its 
kind in Calicut. Ease of  access is the key word for us when we 
conceived the project. The proximity to Hi Lite Mall, the biggest 
shopping hub in the city, Government Medical College and an array of 
other important destinations make i homes stand apart from similar 
projects.



Epitome of  Luxury
A Villa project having all the luxury and ambience one can dream of,      
i Homes stand tall among the other available options in the category.  
With all the amenities needed to make your life flow smooth, i Homes 
also assure utmost privacy and foolproof  security for the inmates by 
employing state of  the art safety and security measures.  Luxury is 
redefined with levels of  systematic planning and aesthetic inputs to 
make the living at i Homes enjoyable. Measures are taken to ensure 
that your life both personal and professional moves ahead 
uninterrupted without any hiccups. i Homes invite you to scale newer 
heights of  Luxury and experience life in a most meaningful way.   



Comfort beyond 
Borders
A list of  amenities and add-ons that is sure to lure you with its details 
ranging from the construction specialties and specifications to safety 
and security measures. Each and every aspect of  construction is 
completed under close scrutiny and stringent quality checks. Both 
mind and body gets its due attention at i Homes as the promoters 
believe that it is always important to keep you hale and hearty is what 
matters most. The refreshingly designed swimming pool, fully pumped 
up the health club, the peppy recreation area all has a sole aim to make 
your life more healthy, mentally and physically. 



Conmate-
The Trusted Mate
Conmate Builders & Developers Pvt Ltd. is a name that is synonymous 
with quality and trust is now venturing into a dream project that 
promises utmost precision and supreme comfort for the esteemed 
customers. Best living spaces with crafted to cent percent perfection 
and amenities of  international standards. The projects designed by 
Conmate Developers are destined to become landmarks in the 
respective project locations which also pool up the life around thus 
making these names a part of  history. With handful projects in and 
around Northern Kerala, Conmate has already proved its mettle by 
keeping the promise of  timely delivery without compromising quality. 
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First Floor Plan

Ground Floor Plan

Area:  6.30 Cent / 6.14 Cent / 6.15 Cent / 6.09 Cent  
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First Floor Plan

Ground Floor Plan

Area:  9.38 Cent 
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Area  5 Cent



Specifications
Foundation & basement : Random Rubble masonry PCC if  required
Structure   : Laterite Stone Masonry
Roof  Slab   : Reinforced Cement Concrete
Flooring                                   : Vitrified Tiles  Rak/Kajaria or equivalent
Step & Stair                            : Lapatro Granite
Doors                                       : Front door- Teak wood
                                                      Bed rooms - Flush door with veneer finish
                                                      Toilet doors - Flush door with laminate finish.

Windows                                 : UPVC windows with SS
                                                      Mosquito mesh and MS Grille.

Kitchen                                    : Rustic tiled flooring ; polished granite top with glazed-tile to 
                                                            45cm from counter-top, stainless steel sink with drainboard.
Toilet                                       : High quality anti-skid tiles on the floor and ceramic tiles on the 
                                                      walls up to 7 ft height.

CP & Sanitary fittings           :  Kohler, Vitra, Roca, American Standard or equivalent.
Painting                                  : Putty finished emulsion paint for Interior; anti-fungal weather coat
                                                             paints for exteriors.

Electrical                               :  Concealed copper wiring through PVC conduits using insulated 
                                                      wire from RR/Polycab/Havells or equivalent, modular switches from
                                                       Legrand/ Havells of  equivalent controlled by ELCB and MCB.  TV and 
                                                       telephone points in living room and master bedroom, A/C point in   
                                                      all bedrooms, provision for inverter, KSEB connection as per the                                                               
                                                      regulations of  KSEB.

Terms & Conditions

1.   All payments are to be made as per schedule of  payments provided in 
the  price list.  ‘Conmate’  Builders & Developers Pvt. Ltd.  Reserves the 
right to change, without notice, the price and schedule of  payment 
before allotment is confirmed.  Once the allotment  is confirmed price 
is firm.

2. GST, Stamp duties, Fees and other expenses incidental to the 
registration of  the documents, K.S.E.B. / K.W.A deposits, Transformer 
and underground cable distribution charges and other expenses 
incidental to power and lighting connection, water and drainage, 
connection charges, telephone cabling expenses, building tax, 
property tax and other taxes applicable, contribution towards Kerala 
Construction Workers Welfare fund, one-time building tax and other 
statutory charges shall be met by the applicant.  However, no 
responsibility shall be accepted for any delay beyond company’s 
control in obtaining these services from statutory bodies and applicant 
shall meet any expenses incurred for providing temporary supplies for 
the occupation of  the premises and it has to be proportionately along 
with the instalments towards above costs.

3.  Dimensions and details provided in the accompanying literature are 
approximate and are subject to alteration without notice.

4.  Till the formation of  the Owners Association which will takeover the 
maintenance, the builder will carry out the maintenance, utilizing the 
deposits collected from all the owners after meeting the expenses, the 
balance will be transferred to the Owners Association.

5.  The imagery used in the page is indicative of  style only. The photographs 
of  the interior surrounding views and locations may have been digitally 
enhanced or altered and do not represent actual views or surrounding 
views. The furniture and fittings shown in the picture are only indicative 
in nature and not a part of  the offered sale unit.

Amentities
Security Entrance (Security & CCTV Cameras)
Underground Electrification
Street Lighting
16.5ft, 13ft, 11.8ft width internal road
Underground Drainage
Overhead watertank
Recreation Area
Landscaped Gardens
Children Play Area
Swimming Pool & Kids Pool
Club house – Gym & Indoor games
24 hrs Electricity backup for common area.



Flat No.29/871.2nd floor, Vijaya Apartments
Mavoor Road, Parayanchery
Kozhikode,Kerala – 673 016
Ph: 0495 2744950, Mob: +91 9995447799

e-mail: info@conmatebuilders.com
visit us on: www.conmatebuilders.com


